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Small studies of 40-hertz sensory stimulation
confirm safety, suggest Alzheimer’s benefits
MIT researchers report early-stage clinical study results of
tests with noninvasive 40-hertz light and sound treatment.

David Orenstein | The Picower Institute for Learning and
Memory
December 13, 2022

Picower Institute scientists are testing whether sensory stimulation of the brain's 40-hertz "gamma"
frequency rhythm can treat Alzheimer's disease. Part of the study involves scanning the brains of study
volunteers with magnetic resonance imaging.
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A pair of early-stage clinical studies testing the safety and e�icacy of 40-hertz

sensory stimulation to treat Alzheimer’s disease has found that the potential

therapy was well-tolerated, produced no serious adverse e�ects, and was

associated with some significant neurological and behavioral benefits among a

small cohort of participants.

“In these clinical studies we were pleased to see that volunteers did not

experience any safety issues and used our experimental light and sound

devices in their homes consistently,” says Li-Huei Tsai, the Picower Professor in

the the Picower Institute for Learning and Memory at MIT and senior author of

the Dec. 1 paper describing the studies in PLoS ONE. “While we are also

encouraged to see some significant positive e�ects on the brain and behavior,

we are interpreting them cautiously, given our study’s small sample size and

brief duration. These results are not su�icient evidence of e�icacy, but we

believe they clearly support proceeding with more extensive study of 40-hertz

sensory stimulation as a potential noninvasive therapeutic for Alzheimer’s

disease.”

In three studies spanning 2016-19, Tsai’s lab discovered that exposing mice to

light flickering or sound clicking at the gamma-band brain rhythm frequency of

40 hertz — or employing the light and sound together — produced widespread

beneficial e�ects. Treated mice modeling Alzheimer’s disease pathology

experienced improvements in learning and memory; reduced brain atrophy,

neuron and synapse loss; and showed lower levels of the hallmark Alzheimer’s

proteins amyloid beta and phosphorylated tau compared to untreated controls.

The stimulation appears to produce these e�ects by increasing the power and

synchrony of the 40-hertz brain rhythm, which the lab has shown profoundly

a�ects the activity of several types of brain cells, including the brain’s

vasculature.

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0278412
https://picower.mit.edu/innovations-inventions/genus
https://picower.mit.edu/discoveries/40hz-rhythms-fight-alzheimers-cellular-and-molecular-level
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Study designs

Based on those encouraging results, Diane Chan, a neurologist at

Massachusetts General Hospital and a postdoc in Tsai’s lab, led the two new

clinical studies at MIT. One set of tests, a “phase 1” study, enrolled 43 volunteers

of various ages, including 16 people with early-stage Alzheimer’s, to confirm

that exposure to 40-hertz light and sound was safe and to test whether it

increased 40-hertz rhythm and synchrony after a few minutes of exposure, as

measured with EEG electrodes. The study also included two patients with

epilepsy at the University of Iowa who consented to having measurements

taken in deeper brain structures during exposure to 40-hertz sensory

stimulation while undergoing epilepsy-related surgery.

The second set of tests, a “phase 2A” pilot study, enrolled 15 people with early-

stage Alzheimer’s disease in a single-blinded, randomized, controlled study to

receive exposure to 40-hertz light and sound (or non-40-hertz “sham”

stimulation for experimental controls) for an hour a day for at least three

months. They underwent baseline and follow-up visits including EEG

measurements during stimulation, MRI scans of brain volume, and cognitive

testing. The stimulation device the volunteers used in their homes (a light panel

synchronized with a speaker) was equipped with video cameras to monitor

device usage. Participants also wore sleep-monitoring bracelets during their

participation in the trial.

The phase 2A trial launched just before the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic in

2020, causing some participants to become unable to undergo follow-ups after

three months. The study therefore only reports results through a four-month

period.

Study results
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In the phase 1 study, volunteers filled out a questionnaire on side e�ects,

reporting a few minor but no major adverse e�ects. The most common was

feeling “sleepy or drowsy.” Meanwhile, measurements taken with EEG scalp

electrodes clustered at frontal and occipital sites showed significant increases

in 40-hertz rhythm power at each cortical site among cognitively normal

younger and older participants as well as volunteers with mild Alzheimer’s. The

readings also demonstrated significant increase in coherence at the 40-hertz

frequency between the two sites. Between the two volunteers with epilepsy,

measurements showed significant increases in 40-hertz power in deeper brain

regions such as the gyrus rectus, amygdala, hippocampus, and insula, with no

adverse events, including seizures.

In the phase 2A study, neither treated nor control volunteers reported serious

adverse events. Both groups used their devices 90 percent of the time. The

eight volunteers treated with 40-hertz stimulation experienced several

beneficial e�ects that reached statistical significance compared to the seven

volunteers in the control condition. Control participants exhibited two signs of

brain atrophy as expected with disease progression: reduced volume of the

hippocampus and increased volume of open spaces, or ventricles. Treated

patients did not experience significant changes in these measures. Treated

patients also exhibited better connectivity across brain regions involved in the

brain’s default mode and medial visual networks, which are related to cognition

and visual processing respectively. Treated patients also exhibited more

consistent sleep patterns than controls.

Neither the treatment nor control groups showed any di�erences after just

three months on most cognitive tests, but the treatment group did perform

significantly better on a face-name association test, a memory task with a

strong visual component. The two groups, which were evenly matched by age,

gender, APOE risk gene status, and cognitive scores, di�ered by years of
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education, but that di�erence had no relationship to the results, the researchers

wrote.

“After such a short time we didn’t expect to see significant e�ects on cognitive

measures, so it was encouraging to see that, at least on face-name association,

the treatment group did perform significantly better,” Chan says.

In PLOS ONE the researchers concluded: “Overall, these findings suggest that

40Hz GENUS has positive e�ects on AD-related pathology and symptoms and

should be studied more extensively to evaluate its potential as a disease-

modifying intervention for AD.”

After the study ended all participants were permitted to continue using the

devices set to provide the 40-hertz stimulation.

The MIT team is now planning new clinical studies to test whether 40-hertz

sensory stimulation may be e�ective in preventing the onset of Alzheimer’s in

high-risk volunteers, and is launching preliminary studies to determine its

therapeutic potential for Parkinson’s disease and Down syndrome. Cognito

Therapeutics, an MIT spino� company co-founded by Tsai and co-author Ed

Boyden, the Y. Eva Tan Professor of Neurotechnology at MIT, has launched

phase 3 trials of 40-hertz sensory stimulation as an Alzheimer’s treatment using

a di�erent device.

Tsai, Boyden, and co-author Emery N. Brown, the Edward Hood Taplin Professor

of Computational Neuroscience and Medical Engineering at MIT, are among the

co-founders of MIT’s Aging Brain Initiative, which has advanced this

collaboration and other neurodegeneration research at MIT.

In addition to Tsai, Chan, Boyden, and Brown, the study’s other authors are Ho-

Jun Suk, Brennan Jackson, Noah Milman, Danielle Stark, Elizabeth Klerman, Erin

https://picower.mit.edu/about/aging-brain-initiative
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Paper: "Gamma frequency sensory stimulation in mild probable Alzheimer’s dementia
patients: Results of feasibility and pilot studies"

Kitchener, Vanesa S. Fernandez Avalos, Gabrielle de Weck, Arit Banerjee, Sara D.

Beach, Joel Blanchard, Colton Stearns, Aaron D. Boes, Brandt Uitermarkt, Phillip

Gander, Matthew Howard III, Eliezer J. Sternberg, Alfonso Nieto-Castanon,

Sheeba Anteraper, Susan Whitfield-Gabrieli, and Bradford C. Dickerson.

Funding for the study came from sources including the Robert A. and Renee

E. Belfer Family Foundation, the Ludwig Family Foundation, the JPB Foundation,

the Eleanor Schwartz Charitable Foundation, the Degroof-VM Foundation, the

Halis Family Foundation, and David B Emmes, Gary Hua and Li Chen, the Ko Han

Family, Lester Gimpelson, Elizabeth K. and Russell L. Siegelman, Joseph P.

DiSabato and Nancy E. Sakamoto, Alan and Susan Patricof, Jay L. and Carroll D

Miller, Donald A. and Glenda G. Mattes, the Marc Haas Foundation, Alan

Alda, and Dave Wargo.

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0278412
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0278412

